We show that the polynomial received as a result of transformation of the initial sum of the same powers, in certain cases becomes simpler in comparison with the well-known Faulhaber's formula. Any of these cases is defined as follows: the number of terms of the initial sum is smaller its power parameter. Computational illustration of this statement is performed.
Introduction
We will accept known combinatorial representation of the sum of the same powers [5] as the initial formula. The outcome of its transformation will be expressed by means of falling factorials and Stirling numbers. This outcome will be alternative to known representation of the sum of the same powers as to Faulhaber's formula [2] . At first we remind the known formula of combinatorial expression of the sum of unweighted same powers [5] :
( ( 1) ), 
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Expression in the brackets, occupying extreme right position in (1), can be transformed [4] to following aspect:
As it is known, the Stirling number of the second kind is the quantity [4] ( )
.
Formulas (2), (3) can be introduced into expression (1):
Now we transform magnitude (4):
(p) l -number of arrangements [2] , or a falling factorial [4] ;
Thus receipt of magnitude (5) required to use expression ( )( ) ( )
Faulhaber's formula [2] represents a standard form of a polynomial in p [1, 3] and expresses respectively the sum of powers of the whole positive numbers with multipliers. These multipliers are products of binomial factors on Bernoulli numbers [2] . Degree of a considered Faulhaber's polynomial which we designate through The purpose of this article is to establish the fact connected with decrease of degree of polynomial obtained by converting the sum of the same powers from non-standard to standard representation.
Main results of researches
Let's introduce polynomial notation max 1 max 1 ( , ) , We can discover Stirling numbers according to well-known modes [2] . Expressions (5), (6) already define transformation of initial sums of the type (1) to equivalent polynomials with maximum power parameters (maxl + 1). Now, to facilitate addition of similar members in these polynomials, we change the order of the arrangement of their parts: 
Proof. Really, according to expression (7) in the given numerical range the equality is observed ( ) 
... 
On the other hand, we receive from the Theorem 2.1 for k p ν = − ( )
The difference of identities (9), (10) gives ( )
In given numerical domain the identities ( )
are always satisfied, and therefore our Theorem 2.2 can be taken for granted. 
Further, if you use the formula (7) also after reaching number l specified value maxl (see Table 1 ), it is possible to calculate the differences ( ) ( ) As we see, degree of our polynomial in standard form for p ν < turn out below, than in Faulhaber's polynomial.
Conclusion
So, within new approach we presented the introduced combinatory polynomial with decrease in its degree and according to simplification of its record in comparison with Faulhaber's formula [2] for p < ν . That is we offer combinatory alternative to known representation of the powers sum. Two theorems on vanishing of differences of combinatorial polynomials for values from p < ν to ν are proved. The method of calculating our polynomial on the basis of use of its parts is specified (7). Comparison of the values found according to the proposed formula of the combinatorial polynomial and Faulhaber's formula made it possible to verify their coincidence.
